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CRUISING 
COMPASS

The weekly e-newsletter 
for Sailors & Cruisers



Editorial Mission:

Weekly E-newsletter & Website

Cruising Compass was founded 13 years ago and has expanded its audience 
to include sailors and cruisers all across North America and in dozens of ports 
around the world. The e-newsletter is designed to provide its opt-in audience 
a fun, informative and interesting selection of new editorial content and aggre-
gated stories from around the marine world. 

Original boat and gear reviews, seamanship articles and tech reports have the 
authority of Cruising Compass’ experienced editors and authors. Our choice of 
aggregated stories highlights all that is fun, funny, interesting or scary in the 
sailing and cruising life. We make it informative, fun, interactive and real. 

www.cruisingcompass.com

http://www.cruisingcompass.com


The reading habits of sailors and cruisers around the world have changed 
dramatically in the last decade. We continually survey our audiences and find 
that 72% get most of their information and entertainment related to sailing and 
cruising in some kind of digital format. 66% of the general sailing audience 
already receives and reads e-newsletters. And, they also tell us that they prefer 
to receive e-newsletters with solid, interesting content on sailing once a week 
and not every day. 

Cruising Compass’ audience of 29,800 sailors and cruisers is all opt-in. That 
means they responded to a promotion, read the newsletter and then entered 
their name and email so they would continue to receive Cruising Compass ev-
ery Thursday morning.

With weekly reader surveys on topics of interest to all boat owners, sailors and 
cruisers, plus our Photo of the Week and the Mindbender quiz, readers interact 
with the e-newsletter and are members of the Cruising Compass community. 

Circulation

Weekly E-newsletter    29,800 opt-in subscribers
Average Open Rate    32%

Cruising Compass Website
Average Monthly Unique Visitors 32,650
Average Page Views    4 per visit
Average Time on the Website  3.7 minutes

Leading the Way in Digital Publishing
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Advertising Rates

Tiles & Banners

Banner ad:  650 by 120 pixels   $695 per month (CPM $17)
Tile ad:        300 by 300 pixels   $495 per month  (CPM $12)

Advertorials

Advertorials run on a weekly basis are written by the advertiser and can have 
100 words of  content, a photo or video, hyperlinks to the advertiser’s webpage, 
video, or other subdirectories. Photo can be either 300 x 300 or 650 x 300.

Advertorial        $400 per week (CPM $40)

Contact Us

George Day, Publisher
george@bwsailing.com

Scott Akerman,  Advertising Director
scott@bwsailing.com
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